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found. Select your vehicle below:. Home Lexus GS Engine. Total driving enjoyment requires a
quiet mind. Use trustworthy components that are identical replacements to your Lexus GS 's
originals in order to maintain peace of mind. Your Nearest Dealers. Woodfield Lexus. Shop Now.
Distance: Lexus of Arlington. Lexus of Brookfield. Enter your zip code: View More Dealers.
These genuine parts fit your Lexus GS Can't find what you're looking for? Try searching here:.
Everything else is superfluous. Nobody knows your Lexus better than we do, so trust us to pair
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pictured. Normal cars that look as average as the local librarian but have a hidden talent for
getting delectably wild. To the casual observer â€” and even those with an automotive
education â€” this sedate luxury sedan garners no special attention. Under the hood, however,
exists a built Toyota 2JZ GTE inline-six with a massive turbo and a host of add-ons to make â€”
wait for it â€” horsepower. To refresh your memory, the second-generation GS was a fairly
well-received model in the U. According to the Craigslist ad, the engine has been thoroughly
built to handle the power without exploding and is believed to be capable of 1, horsepower
using ethanol-rich E85 fuel. Speaking of which, the stock automatic transmission is long gone,
having been replaced by a General Motors TH which sends all that power to the ground through
a 3. In keeping with the sleeper tradition, a fresh coat of AARP-spec tan paint was applied so
nobody would suspect the beast within. New leather graces the interior, along with a few extra
gauges for obvious reasons. Source: Reddit , Craigslist. Home Lexus News For Sale. May 18, at
pm ET. By : Christopher Smith. How much would you pay for a Demon-killing Lexus? Gallery:
Lexus GS Sleeper. Car Buying Service Get upfront price offers on local inventory. Search for:
New Cars. Used Cars. For Sale. Sign In or Sign Up. Also called the Toyota Aristo, the GS was a
series of mid-size luxury sports sedans that were styled by the famous Italdesigns Giurgiaro
firm. Based on the platform and running gear of the Toyota Crown, the original GS was first
introduced in Japan in , and two years later in the U. Suggested vehicles Specification
comparison Related news. Made available with two inline-6 powered version for the Japanese
market, the Aristo was introduced with the 3. While the 3. A great example for the time of the
latest advancement of Tahara production technology, only 8 spot welds were performed by
hand, while the other nearly 4, welds were performed by robots. To further complement the rest
of the Lexus lineup, the exterior was styled by Italdesign Giugiaro in a way that blended the
elements of both the original LS and the SC in a rounder, aerodynamic shape. The V8-powered
4. This newest model came with a hp engine, along with standard four-wheel drive. Both the GS
and Aristo models were equipped with an independent, double-wishbone suspension setup.
The GS model lineup included the GS which had a 3. Excluding Singapore, the GS featured a
direct-injection engine for all markets except Continental Asia. Concepts by Lexus Similar
Automakers. Land Rover. Engine Specs. Dimension Specs. Lower Priced Cars. Higher Priced
Cars. Similar Priced Cars. All rights reserved. The material may not be published, broadcast,
rewritten, or redistributed. Vehicle information, history, And specifications from concept to
production. Buy used Lexus transmission from our network that offers up to a two-year
warranty on qualified units! We carry a wide-ranging catalog of used Lexus transmissions for all
applications including gas and diesel engines. Buy your used Lexus transmissions from us and
save time and money. Purchase from us and get an industry leading warranty on used engines
and transmissions. Our used engines, transmissions, Rear Axle, Transfer Case Assembly, and
Suspension Cross Member K Frame are covered under a 1-year warranty from the date of
purchase, included for free! Search your perfect used engine and used transmission on our
website or in the catalog and if you can't find it then give us a call and we will find perfect used
engine and used transmission for you. You will be surprised at the prices we quote, as we have
a very large network of salvage yards in US. Select Year. Select Engine Size. Search
Transmission. Fits : Automatic Transmission Change Fitment. Stock Number : TCG. More
Information. Stock Number : TCI. Stock Number : TCK. You will be surprised at the prices we
quote, as we have a very large network of salvage yards in US To find the best quality used
engines and used transmission or submit inquiry from. Our certified mobile mechanics come to
you 7 days a week between 7 AM and 9 PM. You can learn a lot about the health and well being
of your car from the color of its exhaust. If exhaust smoke is visible, you likely have a real
problem, and one that will require a skilled auto technician to remedy. Smoke rarely comes from
the engine bay, and if it does, the issue is typically critical already. If there is a problem within
the engine that produces smoke, that smoke will exit the engine through the exhaust. A leaking

valve cover gasket might produce smoke caused by oil dripping on a hot manifold. If the leak is
large enough, you will likely see the oil dripping on your driveway or garage floor. A fire under
the hood would produce smoke, but flames would follow that, resulting in a very dangerous
situation. If this ever happens, quickly exit and move far away from the car. Again, smoke from
the exhaust is nearly always the type of smoke detected in a diagnostic situation, not engine
smoke. Read on for common issues that can cause exhaust smoke. While the presence of
exhaust smoke can indicate a serious car malady, there is a silver lining: the color of that
tailpipe plume can give an indication of what might be wrong, which helps to generate a quick
and efficient diagnosis. Two of the most common reasons for this are a malfunctioning fuel
pressure regulator or leaky or clogged fuel injectors. If it falls too low, there may not be enough
fuel reaching the engine to start it. Too much pressure may result in over-fueling, which can
make your engine run rough and deliver poor fuel mileage, among other things. The remedy is
to replace the fuel pressure regulator. The gas is drawn into the combustion chamber and
mixed with a predetermined amount of oxygen to optimize the efficiency of the burn or
combustion event. The remedy is to repair the fuel injectors. Does the exhaust smoke quickly
dissipate after leaving the tailpipe? This is a common sight when cars, even modern ones, are
first started in the morning. If it continues well after start-up, then you may have serious trouble.
White exhaust smoke often happens when an engine burns coolant that has leaked into the
combustion chamber. The following are the most common culprits:. An engine essentially
consists of an engine block and a cylinder head. The block is where the cylinders and coolant
passageways are located, and the head is where the valves and rocker arms reside. The head
gasket is placed between the two to seal the connection. If it is damaged or compromised,
coolant can find its way into the combustion chamber. This is a costly, but fixable, issue.
Damaged cylinder head : This fix is more of a Greek tragedy. Most of the explosive action
happens in the cylinder head, where the combustion chamber is located. A cracked or
extremely warped cylinder head will cause the engine to lose compression and misfire.
Excessive heat, normally caused by a cooling system failure, can cause the head gasket to fail,
which in turn can cause the cylinder head to crack as components warp and pressure builds.
This is not an easy fix. Heads have very precisely milled surfaces to provide a smooth and flush
fit with all the connecting parts. Depending on the age and value of your car, you might
consider buying a new vehicle. Cracked engine block : Call a crash cart: your car engine is
dead. As we said above, the block houses the cylinders and their components inside a cooled
and lubricated crankcase. Cracked blocks are virtually impossible to repair. An engine swap is
the only reliable remedy, but that can be extremely expensive and thus sometimes not worth the
investment. Depending on the age and value of your car, you may want to consider cutting your
losses and buying a new car. Burning oil like this can cause a wide range of issues from
reduced fuel economy to less-than-stellar acceleration. There may also be an increase in
hydrocarbon emissions, as well as damage to the catalytic converter. Malfunctioning valve stem
seal : Valve stem seals regulate the amount of oil applied to the valve stem interface, which is
then used to lubricate the valve guide and ultimately the combustion chamber. The remedy is to
replace the seal an often costlier fix that involves a partial rebuild or rebuild or replace the
engine. Valve seals normally fail due to a clearance problem between the valve and the valve
guide in the cylinder head. A cylinder head rebuild or replacement is often the recommended
fix. Failed piston rings : Failed piston rings or loose piston-to-bore clearance is more rare of an
issue than malfunctioning valve guide seals, but it still happens from time to time. The telltale
sign of a valve guide seal problem or a piston or piston ring issue is when the smoke happens.
If you see smoke only under heavy acceleration, that is indicative of a piston or piston ring
problem. A top-rated mobile mechanic will come to your home or office to determine the source
and cause of the smoke, and will then provide a detailed inspection report that includes the
scope and cost of the necessary repairs. The mechanic will run the engine and test drive the
car, if needed. They will check the fuel system, check for oil or coolant leaks, and then check
the computer system to find any engine management fault codes. It depends on the source and
cause of the smoke. Given the number of variables outlined above, costs can vary quite a bit.
By taking care of the issue expeditiously, you may save yourself a bundle down the road before
whatever issue is at the root of the smoke worsens. Book a mechanic to perform a thorough
inspection as soon as possible. Lexus GS Smoke from engine or exhaust Inspection at your
home or office. Estimate price near me. Service Location. How A Diagnostic Works Instantly
book a certified mobile mechanic to come to you. Mechanic diagnoses the problem and quotes
necessary repairs. Your vehicle is ready to go. Our certified mobile mechanics can come to you
now. See availability. Smoke from engine or exhaust Inspection Service You can learn a lot
about the health and well being of your car from the color of its exhaust. First, an important note
on engine smoke: Smoke rarely comes from the engine bay, and if it does, the issue is typically

critical already. Common causes of exhaust smoke, according to its color: While the presence
of exhaust smoke can indicate a serious car malady, there is a silver lining: the color of that
tailpipe plume can give an indication of what might be wrong, which helps to generate a quick
and efficient diagnosis. The remedy is simple: replace the filter. If the exhaust smoke is white:
Does the exhaust smoke quickly dissipate after leaving the tailpipe? What to expect: A top-rated
mobile mechanic will come to your home or office to determine the source and cause of the
smoke, and will then provide a detailed inspection report that includes the scope and cost of the
necessary repairs. How it's done: The mechanic will run the engine and test drive the car, if
needed. How important is this servic
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e? Number of Lexus GS services completed. Yourmechanic was featured in. Popular Lexus
Jobs. Auto service in Your City. Meet some of our expert Lexus mechanics Real customer
reviews from Lexus owners like you. Excellent Rating. Rating Summary. Tyreek 23 years of
experience. Request Tyreek. Very knowledgeable and friendly, found issue in no time. Tony 14
years of experience. Request Tony. Excellent job! Carlos 17 years of experience. Request
Carlos. Under crazy circumstances still got me on the road. Colin 27 years of experience.
Request Colin. I really appreciate Colin's tenacity. He worked on this car for 3 days; and finally
diagnosed the problem as the starter. I think the job would have been completed sooner if he
had the diagnostics sooner. Language could be cleaner???? Also, I believe he is to return
Saturday at 1 p. When he does, ask him to bring a headlight high beam -which is also the
parking light. How can we help? Read FAQ. Service type Smoke from engine or exhaust
Inspection.

